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Understanding sea ice melting via functional
data analysis
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We have addressed the problem of sea ice extent
(SIE) melting for Arctic and Southern Ocean.
The ‘satellite passive microwave remote sensing
data’ for daily SIE over a year has been considered
as a smooth continuous function, called functional
data. The analysis of the mean function of SIE over
the different year-blocks and 95% bootstrap confidence bands for Arctic Ocean shows a statistically
significant drop in SIE. Additional evidence of SIE
melting in the Arctic Ocean is provided through phase
plane analysis. During the summer, the SIE is observed about 30% less in the current year-block than
that of the first year-block.
Keywords: Arctic ocean, bootstrap and confidence
band, mean function, sea ice extent, southern ocean.
RECENTLY functional data analysis (FDA)1 is attracting a
lot of attention in the scientific community. With the new
digital explosion of data, FDA is a highly effective tool to
understand many complex systems. FDA is broadly used
in biostatistics, growth curve model, longitudinal data
analysis, meteorology, etc.2,3.
We have addressed the problem of sea ice extent (SIE)
melting for Arctic and Southern Oceans over years. The
measurement of the extent and trend analysis is available
in the literature for the Arctic Ocean4. The satellite evidence of the transformation of the Arctic SIE was presented by Johannessen et al.5. Sharp changes in SIE for
the Arctic Ocean over time were reported6–8. The effect
of Arctic SIE decline on weather and climate has been
reviewed9. However, the analyses of SIE for the Arctic as
well as the Southern Ocean together have been rarely
considered. Recently, Josefino10 provided evidence for
asymmetry in the rate of change of SIE melting in the
Arctic and the Southern Oceans. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been found considering SIE data as a
functional data.
We have treated the ‘satellite passive microwave
remote sensing’ daily data for a year as a functional data
for both the Arctic and the Southern Oceans. We have
used the FDA package ‘FDA’11 in R for the Fourier
smoothing of raw data and analysis. In this article, we
provide statistically significant evidence of SIE melting
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in the Arctic Ocean. We also provide analysis of SIE for
the Southern Ocean. We present phase plane (PP) analysis and a functional measure of severity of the change in
SIE over year-blocks.

Functional data
Data source and description
We have used two different data sources. The daily SIE
data for the Arctic and the Southern Oceans are available
from National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), website ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/.
These data are available from November 1978 to December 2015. As we wanted to study the yearly effect, we
have considered data from 1 January 1979 to 31 December 2015 (37 years data) for both the Arctic and the
Southern Oceans. NASA website http://neptune.gsfc.
nasa.gov/csb/index.php?section=59 is another source of
data of SIE for Arctic and Southern Oceans. These
data are available from November 1978 to December
2013.
In both sources, from 1 January 1979 to 20 August
1987 the SIE data are available only on alternate days and
from 21 August 1987 onward we have daily data. The
data contain the total SIE of the Arctic Ocean along with
the break-up of the nine different seas of the Arctic
Ocean. In Figure 1 snapshots of SIE of both the Arctic
and the Southern Oceans have been provided.

Motivation for FDA and modelling
Figure 2 gives the 37 years of raw SIE data. It shows that
that the daily SIE over a year can be considered to be a
smooth continuous function.
We have considered the model as

y ij = xi (t j ) + eij , j = 1,..., ni , i = 1,...,37,

(1)

where i represents year and j represents days. The error
term eij assumes to be distribution free but with zero
mean and finite variance, y i = ( y1i , y2i ,..., yni i ) is the
observed data vector for ith year with length ni. The xi(tj)
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Figure 1.
NASA.

Snapshots of SIE of the Arctic and the Southern Oceans for September in the years 1979, 1997, 2017 respectively. Source:

Figure 2.

Arctic and Southern Ocean SIE (in a million sq. km) over days for 37 years (raw data).
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Figure 3.
3 a, MSE versuus number of Foourier basis (grey line representss number of basis = 21). b, Firstt difference of MSE
M
(grey
lines corrrespond to numbber of basis = 21 and MSE = 0).

Figure 4.

Arctic and Soutthern Ocean SIE (in a million sq.. km) after smoothing over days for 37 years.

iss the ith funnction evaluaated at the tiime point tj. The
fu
functional
form
m of the moddel is as follow
ws
x (t ) =

1
ni

ni

∑ eˆij 2 ,
j =1

p

∑ ck φk (t ),

(2)

k =1

where p is asssumed to be a fixed constaant for all 37 funcw
tiions, t repressents time, ck’s are real constants,
c
φk’s are
F
Fourier
basis as
a follows
⎧1,
if k = 1,
⎪
φk (t ) = ⎨sinn( k2 ωt ), if k is even,
⎪coss( k −1 ωt ) otheerwise.
⎩
2

wherre i = 1, 2 ,…
…, 37, eˆij is the estimatted error
fittin
ng the FDA model
m
(1) usiing Fourier basis.
b
We
comp
puted the cooefficients ck’s by the weighted
w
squaared method using FDA package in R11. We
defin
ned, for each fixed odd p, as

MSE(
M
p) :=
(3)

F
Fourier
smooothing and number
n
of baasis selectionn
We want to fit FDA modell (1, 2, 3) for SIE data. Too find
W
thhe optimal nuumber of basiis we have caalculated the mean
m
squared error (MSE) for ithh year as
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MSE
M i ( p ) :=

1
37

aftter
havve
leaast
havve

37

∑ MSEi ( p).
j =1

We have
h
plotted MSE(p) for aall odd p betw
ween 1 and 51
5
in Fiigure 3 a. Figgure 3 a show
ws that the slo
ope is changinng
at p = 21, but for further justiffication we haave studied th
he
plot of first differrence of MSE
E(p) in Figuree 3 b. We connclude p = 21, as the fluctuatioon is nearly zero
z
thereafteer.
Figu
ure 4 shows daily
d
SIE over a year using
g Fourier bassis
smoo
othing. Plotss in Figure 3 correspond to the Arcttic
Oceaan SIE. For thhe Southern O
Ocean SIE alsso, the value of
o
p turrns out to be 21.
2
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Figure 5. Mean curves (year-block-wise) of the Arctic and the Southern Ocean SIE (in a million sq. km) after smoothing. For 37 years
(dotted line); years 1979–1990; years 1991–2003; years 2004–2015. (y-axis unit: million sq. km).

Figure 6.

Consecutive difference of year-block-wise mean curves for both the Arctic and the Southern Oceans.

Summary statistics

Mean function analysis

For the Arctic Ocean, the SIE reaches the maximum between 5 and 9 March and minimum between 10 and 14
September. This highest and lowest SIE occur about 30
days later than the occurrence of minimum and maximum
sea-surface temperatures (SST) (source: mean temperature for the north of the 80° north can be found
here: http://ocean.dmi.dk/arctic/meant80n.uk.php) respectively.
For the Southern Ocean, the SIE reaches the maximum
between 22 and 26 September and minimum between 19
and 23 February. This highest and lowest SIE occur about
40 days later than the occurrence of minimum and maximum SST (source: mean temperature for three different
stations of Southern Ocean can be found here: http://
www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/antarctica%20environment/vostok_south_pole_mcmurdo.php)
respectively. The average SIE of Arctic and Southern
Oceans is 11.50, 11.76 million sq. km respectively.

The mean function1 of FDA is defined as
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x (t ) :=

1
N

N

∑ xi (t ),
i =1

where x (t) is the point-wise mean of N functions. Figure
5 shows the mean functions of SIE for both the Arctic
and the Southern Oceans. The dashed line represents the
mean function of smoothed SIE computed over all 37
years.
We have divided 37 years into t blocks which we call
year-blocks d1, d2,, …, dt. Here we take t = 3. The red,
green, blue curves represent mean functions of SIE for
the year-blocks, d1 = (1979–1990), d2 = (1991–2003) and
d3 = (2004–2015) respectively.
For the Arctic Ocean, the minimum SIEs (occur between 265th and 269th days of the year) are 6.96, 6.43,
4.95 million sq. km and the maximum SIEs (occur
923
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V
curves (year-block-wise
(
e) of Arctic and Southern
S
Oceanss SIE (in millionn sq. km) after sm
moothing. For 37
7 years (dotted
Figure 7. Variance
line): years 1979–1990, yearss 1991–2003, yeaars 2004–2015.

Figuree 8.

Confidencee band for Arcticc (a) and Southerrn (b): years 197
79–1996, years 1997–2015. (y-axxis unit: million sq.
s km).

bbetween 50th and 54th dayys of the year)) are 15.83, 15.51,
14.92 millionn sq. km forr the three consecutive
c
yearb
blocks
respecctively. For the
t Southern Ocean the minim
m
mum
SIEs (occcur between 64th and 68thh days of the year)
a 3.34, 2.788, 3.16 milliion sq. km and
are
a
the maxiimum
S
SIEs
(occur between
b
253thh and 257th days of the year)
a 18.35, 18.57, 19.01 miillion sq. km for the three conare
secutive year--blocks respeectively. From
m the year-bblockw
wise
mean funnction plot, a downward trend
t
in the Arctic
A
O
Ocean
SIE is observed.
o
Hoowever, from the corresponnding
p for the Soouthern Oceann no such trennd is found.
plot
In Figure 6,, the difference between thhe mean funcctions
o the first twoo year-blockss (the differennce between green
of
g
a red curvees in Figure 5) and the difference
and
d
bettween
thhe mean funcctions of the last two year-blocks (the differd
e
ence
betweenn blue and green
g
curve in Figure 5) are
reepresented byy the black annd red curvess respectivelyy. For
thhe Arctic Ocean, both thee curves fall in
i the positivve reg
gion
but for the Southernn Ocean, botth the curves are
h
hovering
arouund zero line. During the 170th
1
to 300thh day
924

he year, the change
c
in thee Arctic Oceaan SIE is more
of th
prom
minent than thhe rest of the yyear.

Variiance functioon analysis
In FD
DA the variannce function1 is defined ass
Var(
V x (t )) :=

1 N
[ xi (t ) − x (t )]2 ,
N − 1 i =1

∑

i the point-w
wise sample variance
v
of thhe
wherre Var(x(t)) is
given N functions correspondiing to N yearrs. In Figure 7,
v
functions correspoonding to sam
me year-blockks,
the variance
as in
n case of meann functions, aare presented.. For the Arcttic
Oceaan, the variannce is much higher in thee interval [170,
300]] days. However, for the rrest of the yeaar it is low. So
S
we have
h
a non-coonstant variannce indicating
g high volatility
durin
ng summer. For
F the Southhern Ocean, we
w have obseerved non-constannt volatility. This nonho
omogeneity of
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Figure 9.
sq. km).

C
Confidence
bandd for Arctic (a) and
a Southern (b)): years 1979–19
990, years 1991––2003, years 20004–2015. (y-axiss unit: million

Figure 10. Confidence bannd for Arctic (a)) and Southern (b):
(
years 1979–
–1987, years 19888–1996, years 11997–2005, yearrs 2006–2015.
(y-axis unit: million
m
sq. km).

vvariances justiifies the weigghted least squares
s
methood of
e
estimation.
Thhis non-homoogeneity will also reflect in
i the
w
width
of the coonfidence bannd.

B
Bootstrap
coonfidence band for meaan functions
Inn this sectionn, we have taaken t = 2, 3, 4, 5 in our analya
sis. Given t, for
f the ith yeear-block di with
w i = 1, 2, …, t,
w have compputed the 95%
we
% bootstrap coonfidence bannd1 or
thhe year-blockk di along withh its bootstrapp mean functiion.
Suppose yeear-block di consists
c
of bi years. We have
d
drawn
bi resaample curvess with replacement and have
c
computed
the mean functiion. We havee repeated reesamp
pling
process B times, B beeing the boottstrap sample size.
W have takeen the point-w
We
wise mean, variance
v
and 95%
c
confidence
baand for these B curves. Throughout
T
thhe artiicle, we have considered B = 5000.

or t = 2, n1 = 18 (years 19779–1996) and
d n2 = 19 (yeaars
Fo
1996
6–2015) and corresponding
c
g confidence band is show
wn
in Fiigure 8.
Fo
or t = 3, n1 = 12 (years 1979–1990), n2 = 12 (year
1991
1–2003) and n3 = 13 (yeaars 2004–2015) and correespond
ding confidennce band is shhown in Figurre 9.
Fo
or t = 4, n1 = 9 (years 1979–1987), n2 = 9 (yeaars
1988
8–1996), n3 = 9 (years 19997–2005) and
d n4 = 10 (yeaars
2006
6–2015) and corresponding
c
g confidence band is show
wn
in Fiigure 10.
Fo
or t = 5, n1 = 7 (years 1979–1985), n2 = 7 (yeaars
1986
6–1992), n3 = 7 (years 11993–1999), n4 = 8 (yeaars
2000
0–2007) and n5 = 8 (yearrs 2008–2015
5) and correespond
ding confidennce band is shhown in Figurre 11.
Frrom each of these figures, it is clear that
t
95% boootstrap
p confidence bands for t yyear-blocks arre mostly nonnoverrlapping and non-uniform
m in width. Hence
H
we caan
statistically concllude that SIE for the recen
nt year-block is
blocks.
signiificantly loweer than the previous year-b

A
Analysis
for Arctic
A
Ocean
We have pressented the coonfidence bannd for SIE of
W
o the
A
Arctic
Ocean over differennt year-blockss. The dotted lines
inn Figures 8–111 (panel a) show the conffidence band.
C
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Analysis for Souuthern Ocean
We have
h
adoptedd the same meethodology fo
or the Southerrn
Oceaan as for the Arctic Oceann. The same analysis
a
for thhe
925
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(
years 1979–
–1985, years 19886–1992, years 11993–1999, yearrs 2000–2007,
Figure 11. Confidence bannd for Arctic (a)) and Southern (b):
m).
years 2008–22015. (y-axis unitt: million sq. km

Figure 12. a, Area versus velocity plot of SIE for Arctic Ocean. b, Area versus velocity plot of SIE for Southern Ocean
n: years 1979–
1990, years 1991–2003,
1
yearss 2004–2015.

Southern Oceaan is depictedd in Figures 8–11
S
8
(panel b).
b In
a these figurres, the 95% bootstrap
all
b
connfidence bandds are
o
overlapping
a
and
non-unifoorm in widthh. Hence we have
c
concluded
thaat there is no statistical evvidence of chhange
inn SIE in the Southern
S
Ocean.

P
Phase
plane analysis
Inn the phase plane
p
(PP) annalysis, we have
h
compared the
S
SIE,
its first and
a second differences callled area, vellocity
a
and
acceleratiion respectivvely, for botth the Arcticc and
S
Southern
Oceans. The firstt and second difference on the
smoothed Arcctic (Southernn) Ocean SIE
E data can be
b assuumed to be a good appproximation for the firstt and
second derivatives of the function
f
SIE. These differeences
h
have
been used for further analysis.

A
Analysis
of area
a
versus velocity
v
We have conssidered the plot
W
p
of area versus
v
velocitty for
thhe three yearr-blocks. The year-blocks are defined in
i the
926

prev
vious section. One single curve repressents 365 dayys
phasse plot. For ouur convenience, we have tagged
t
the firrst
day of each monnth with the ffirst letter off the respectivve
nth in all threee year-blockks. The area versus
v
velocity
mon
plot is representeed in Figure 12 for both the Arctic annd
S
Oceeans. The redd (first), green
n (second) annd
the Southern
blue (third) curvees represent aarea versus veelocity plot for
fo
(
–1990),, d2 = (1991–2003) and d3 =
year-blocks d1 = (1979
(200
04–2015) resppectively.
Th
he third curvve is more lefftward than the
t first curvve.
Wheen SIE is miinimum (September), the leftward shiift
overr year-blocks is
i higher thann that when SIIE is maximuum
(Marrch). This shoows SIE is deecreasing overr year-blocks.
It is observed that between 1 and 15 Marrch SIE reachees
w
betweenn 5 and 15 September, it
the maximum while
hes the minim
mum for all thhree year-blocks in the Arrcreach
tic Ocean
O
(Figuree 12 a).
Du
uring the tim
me interval frrom July to October,
O
wheen
the SIE
S reaches minimum,
m
thee third curve dominates thhe
seco
ond curve, annd the secondd curve domiinates the firrst
one for the Arcctic Ocean. D
During this time span for
fo
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Figure 13. a, Area versus acceleration
a
plott of SIE for Arcctic Ocean. b, Arrea versus acceleeration plot of S
SIE for Southern
n Ocean: years
1979–1990, years
y
1991–20033, years 2004–20015.

Figure 14.

Velocity versuus acceleration plot
p of SIE for Arctic Ocean.

o SIE occurs at a faster raate as
laater year-bloccks melting of
w as the foormation of SIE
well
S also takess place at a faster
f
raate.
m
During Januuary to Aprill, when SIE reaches the maxim
mum,
the firstt curve dominnates the secoond curve annd the
second curve dominates the third onne. SIE decreases
m
more
rapidly over the yeear-blocks. During
D
later yearb
blocks,
while SIE forms at
a a slower raate and meltinng of
S takes plaace at a faster rate. The asymmetry
SIE
a
off SIE
fo
formation
(meelting) over seeasons shouldd be noted herre.
During Mayy, June, Noveember, Decem
mber, the vellocity
v
variations
are mostly the same
s
for all year-blocks.
y
S for
So
thhese time perriods, there are
a no velocitty changes across
a
y
year-blocks.
F the Southern Ocean no such obsservaFor
tiions can be made
m
(Figure 12
1 b).
C
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Analysis of areaa versus acceeleration
From
m Figure 13 it is observed that the area versus acceleratio
on curve hass mostly sim
milar behavio
our over yeaarblocks with a tim
me lag of 6 m
months betw
ween the Arcttic
and the Southern Oceans. All notations useed for the ploots
e
the saame as in Figuure 12. For Jaanuary to Aprril
are exactly
the acceleration
a
is mostly neegative whereeas for July to
Octo
ober the accelleration is moostly positivee (Figure 13 a).
a
The maximum am
mplitude of thhe curve with
h positive accemlerattion is observved to be higher than the maximum am
plitu
ude of the curve
c
with nnegative acceeleration. Thhis
explains the asym
mmetry of SIIE formation (melting) over
ons. Like thee area versuss velocity currve for July to
seaso
Octo
ober, here the
t
left shifft of the curve
c
persistts.
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Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Velocity versus acceleration plot of SIE for Southern Ocean.

Percentage change in SIE of Arctic and Southern Ocean.

This implies that the rate of change of melting and formation of ice occur at a faster rate.
For the Southern Ocean in the first half of the year the
acceleration is positive and for the other half of the year,
it is negative (Figures 13 b). But no other significant
findings are noted.

Analysis of velocity versus acceleration
The velocity versus acceleration plot has a lot of physical
interpretations. The velocity axis is considered to be the
representative of the kinetic energy and the acceleration
axis of the potential energy level of the system. The explanation for the velocity versus acceleration plot can be
found in ref. 1 (p. 32). The larger radius implies the increase in energy transfer, which means the system is
going away from equilibrium. If the horizontal location
of the center is towards the right, there is a net positive
928

velocity in the system and if it is towards left there is a
net negative velocity in the system. If the vertical location
of the center is above zero there is a net velocity increase
in the system and if it is below zero, there is a drop in velocity. The total energy change can be captured through the
variations of the shapes of the cycles from year to year.
Figures 14 and 15 represent the velocity versus acceleration
plots for the Arctic and the Southern Oceans respectively.
In this section, we have used FDA package for our
plots. Symbol reference is taken from R code of FDA
package as follows: letters indicate mid-months, with
lowercase letters used for January and March. For clarity,
the first half of the year is plotted as a dashed line and the
second half as a solid line.
In June to August the sub-cycle decrease in average
radius explains the faster rate of melting of SIE. During
this period the radius of the curve strictly decreases
year-block-wise. Therefore there is a drop in energy in
the system over year-blocks.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 115, NO. 5, 10 SEPTEMBER 2018
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In the October to December sub-cycle, the increase in
average radius explains the faster rate of formation of
SIE. In this period the radius of the curve strictly increases year-block-wise. Therefore there is a rise in energy in
the system over year-blocks.
For the Southern Ocean the change in shape of the velocity versus acceleration plot represents the internal
change in the energy of the system though we do not have
the significant change in the area covered by the curves.
This indicates a structural change in the system over
year-blocks.

Measurement of percentage
In the previous sections the statistical evidence of
decrease in SIE over year-blocks in the Arctic Ocean is
observed. In this section a measure of percentage change
of drop in SIE in the Arctic Ocean, over the year-blocks,
is proposed. Let m1, m2, m3 be the mean SIE function of
Arctic (Southern) Ocean for the first, second and third
year-block d1, d2, d3 respectively. The mj (i) represents the
value of mean SIE evaluated at the ith day of the function
mj for i = 1, 2, …, 365 and j = 1, 2, 3. We have defined
two measures μ1,j with j = 2, 3 as follows

μ1, j (i ) :=

(m j − m1 )
m1

(i ) × 100%.

These two measures μ1,2 and μ1,3 provide the percentage
change of mean SIE in the second and third year-block
with respect to that of the first year-block. The measurement of percentage change curve is shown in Figure 16.
The red (black) curve presents the percentage change of
mean SIE for both the Arctic and Southern Oceans for the
third (second) year-block with respect to the first yearblock. Figure 16 indicates that for the Arctic Ocean the
third year-block observes a size of the mean SIE about
30% less during summer than what it used to be during
the first year-block.

Conclusion
In this article, we have shown how to model SIE daily
data for both the Arctic and the Southern Oceans as functional data. FDA is useful for missing value and unequal
length prediction. For each year, daily SIE data has been
considered as a smooth continuous function. We have
used Fourier basis to estimate the smooth functions for 37
years (1979–2015). We have also provided an analysis of
an optimal number of basis selection. After analysing the
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functional data we have observed significantly strong
statistical evidence of decrease in SIE the of Arctic
Ocean over year-blocks whereas in the Southern Ocean
no statistical evidence for SIE melting has been found. For
our analysis of SIE we have considered the mean curve
and the bootstrap confidence band (95%) for the progressive blocks of years, called year-blocks. We have found
the statistical evidence of SIE melting in the Arctic
Ocean over year-blocks. We have found that the SIE in
the third year-block is decreased by 30% during the
summer in the Arctic Ocean compared to that of the SIE
in first year-block. Similar analyses have been performed
for the Southern Ocean also, but no significant statistical
evidence of SIE melting has been found over the observed 37 years.
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